Transfer Application Checklist

FOR A COMPLETE STAMPS TRANSFER APPLICATION, PLEASE MAKE SURE YOU HAVE DONE ALL OF THE FOLLOWING:

☐ Complete **Common Application** or **Coalition Application**
  → College Search: **University of Michigan**
  → U-M College or School to which you are applying: **Stamps School of Art & Design**
  → Program of Study: **Art and Design BFA**
  → Portfolio: Answer “yes” and follow prompts
    → Submit SlideRoom portfolio as part of the application ([portfolio tips](#))
      ☐ 12-15 pieces of creative work
      ☐ 2 direct observation or design drawings
  → Request **one letter of recommendation** from an art/design teacher

☐ Submit an **official copy of high school transcript with a graduation date or official GED exam scores**

☐ Request **official transcripts from all post-secondary institutions** ([more info](#))

☐ Send **test scores** directly to the University of Michigan-Ann Arbor
  → **ACT** (U-M code: 2062) and/or **SAT** (U-M code: 1839)
  → **MELAB, IELTS, or TOEFL** (U-M code: 1839) test scores are required of all speakers of English as a second language ([score requirements](#)).

Questions? **CONTACT US:** stamps-admissions@umich.edu

SOURCE: stamps.umich.edu/undergraduate-admissions/apply/transfer